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A NEW APPROACH TO IMPROVING THE SENSITIVITY OF EARTHING RELAY
AND REDUCING THE OVER-VOLTAGE IN 6 KV GRID OF OPEN-PIT MINES
Purpose. Earthing relays are utilized very commonly in open-pit mines for disconnecting the failure part of 6 kV electric system
from earthing incident. Much previous research is mentioned on searching either an optimal method for improving the eﬀect of
relays or improvements of reducing the overvoltage caused by grounding separately. The paper presents a new approach to not only
improving the relays’ sensitivity but also to limiting the over-voltage. A new algorithm is also proposed to control automatic connection of an additional resistor in order to achieve both above mentioned purposes of 6 kV earthing relay.
Methodology. The propose controlling diagram is implemented on PROTEUS to get 3U0 signals. The main components appeared when 6 kV feeders were faulted to earth. Afterward, the detecting signal is utilized as input for simulation diagram in
MATLAB to get and analyze the wave forms of responded zero sequence voltage.
Findings. The paper presents a new algorithm utilizing a resistor that is auto-controlled to auto-connect the open-triangle coil
of 6 kV measurement transformer at the moment of earth fault. This automatic connection aims to increase the relay sensitivity as
well as reduce the overvoltage. The ﬁnding results are sensitivity factors of relay and voltage magnitudes of healthy phases, which
will be compared with corresponding values when there is no connection of resistor to prove the eﬀectiveness of the method.
Originality. A useful method is proposed for increasing the earthing current to enhance the sensitivity of earthing relay.
Practical value. The proposed control diagram could be used to design a device aiming to improve the safety of 6 kV grid in
open pit mines when earth faults occur.
Keywords: 6 kV grid, open pit mine, sensitivity, over-voltage
Introduction. In Vietnam, earthing relays are utilized largely to protect electrical apparatus from earthed faults occurred
in 6 kV system. This kind of fault is about 55 to 73 % of the total
faults in 6 kV mining grids. In on-site operation, one phase
earthed fault current could normally lead to ﬂickering arc and
over-voltage in two other phases left [1, 2]. The Safety Law of
Vietnam requires solutions to decrease this bad eﬀect [3].
Because of mining technology, the 6 kV grids of open-pit
mines are constructed in skeleton or single routine diagram.
To protect the earth faults, a relay is set up relying on zero sequence current or zero sequence voltage [4, 5]. To increase the
reliability of the whole grid, sometime a recloser is equipped in
the beginning part of a feeder (as can be seen in Fig. 1)
Fig. 1 depicts a typical setup of protection diagram on medium voltage grid to protect feeder from earthing. Most of circuit breaker located at the beginning end of feeder receive the
tripping signal from earthing relays to operate. In some cases,
because of high impedance of earth-fault point, the fault current is so small. Consequently, the relays are not sensitive
enough to make the CB trip-open. To avoid these phenomena,
many techniques could be applied such as designing a sensitive
earth fault protector to release high impedance earth fault
point or set-up another back up protection device [6].
Another proposed method is utilizing PTs which are mainly measurement devices to increase the fault current, then improve the sensitivity of earthing relay. Fig. 2 presents a kind of
such PT. In the ﬁgure, a “zig-zag” earthing transformer is constructed. In faulted situations, the residual voltage could cause
large and signiﬁcant current running back through the PT [6].
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As mentioned in [2, 3, 5] and [7], a 6 kV grid is an ungrounded one. Normally, the secondary winding of main
35/6 kV transformer are delta conﬁgured. To calculate the
faulted current or faulted voltage at single line ground (SLG)
fault, zero-sequence diagram are utilized. Fig. 3 presents a
zero-sequence diagram that is also used to detect Zero sequence voltage (V0).
Some studies in [8–10] showed that if earth fault relays operate on rms of fault current, relays (called over-current relays)
could be malfunctioned or ineﬃcient because of low value of
earth fault currents. Therefore, to detect correctly the earth
fault, all relays equipped with Vietnam 6 kV grids of open-pit
mines must contain a special PT/VT (voltage transformer). This
device contains 3 coils which are conﬁgured as Y0/Y0/Delta with
broken coil. Across the coil the relay named 59N is connected
(as shown in [6, 11]). The connection diagram of this special PT
is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Another matter that 6 kV grid has faced is the over-voltage.
As listed in [12, 13], the voltage in healthy phases could be over
1.7 times the nominal value. Particularly, if the ﬂickering arc
occurs, the over-voltage could be 3 to 6 times of rated voltage.
Hence, the equipment on 6 kV grid could possibly be destroyed.
As it can be seen in [8–10], 2 big problems that electricians
who operate 6 kV grids must seriously consider are:
- solving the fast response of relay to clear the earth fault with
high sensitivity despite of type of neutral connection [14, 15];
- if earth fault occurs, the over-voltage must be limited to
avoid the further damage on equipment in heathy phases.
Normally, above mentioned aims are solved separately
with individual external equipment. The paper will introduce a
new approach of not only increase the relay’s sensitivities but
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Fig. 1. Typical earth fault protection arrangement on MV feeders

Theoretical basis and proposed controlling technique. Determining the value of additional LV resistor for extra connection
to PT in 6 kV. To recognize the earth-fault, two quantities are
always supervised: zero-sequence voltage (U0) and zero-sequence current (I0) [5, 11, 15, 16]. These voltage and current
signals are continuously measured by using CT (current transformers) and PT (Potential transformer). The latter one always contains broken coil for obtaining 3U0. This part will
show the very small proposed connection of PT as well as the
formulas expressing the calculation of 3U0 when the low voltage resistor (LVR) is connected. A proof of increasing the sensitivities of relays and limiting the magnitude of over voltage is
presented in the next part. As can be seen in Fig. 5, by connecting a low voltage resistor (LVR) RH across the broken coil
of potential transformer (Fig. 5), the basis of neutral point
characteristic is not changed. Furthermore, the connection
followed up tightly the Safety Law [2, 3, 14]. The following
part will show the calculation for determining the value of RH
from the grid’s parameters.
In Fig. 5, the primary circuit of grid is not modiﬁed, only
the measuring part is a little reformed; for on-site installation
this small modiﬁcation could be easily obtained. For handling
the connection of the resistor, a microprocessor-controller is
set up to RH. To trip open or trip close, circuit breakers (CBs)
located at the beginning end of feeders are installed (B1, B2,
B3, B4 in Fig. 5). These CBs also receive zero sequence current and zero sequence voltage, the latter is detected by delta
broken coil of potential transformer (3U0).
To analyze the purpose of LVR, the equivalent diagram
used to determine zero sequence current is shown in Fig. 6.
In Fig. 6, all impedances of transformers are computed in
zero-sequence diagram. Those components and parameters of

Fig. 2. Current running through zig-zag earthing transformer to
increase the sensitivity of relay

Fig. 4. Potential transformer with a broken delta coil used to
detect zero-sequence voltage

Fig. 3. Sequence diagrams showing the way to get zero sequence
voltage
also limit the amplitude of over-voltage when earth fault happens. The method is proposed by making use of measurement
devices (Potential transformers) with a small modiﬁcation and
does not aﬀect the grid’s structure.

Fig. 5. Connection diagram of main 35/6 kV transformer substation with LVR connected to delta broken coil of PT
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Fig. 6. The equivalent diagram of Fig. 1 with the connection of
LV resistor (RH)
above circuit are converted through the transformation ratio
KBA, [16]
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where RH is LV resistor connected across the broken coil of
PT; KBBA is the transformed ratio of PT; RBA and XBA are resistor and reactor of PT; RH is converted from RC [16], which are
calculated by estimating the active power consumption on the
resistor (when earth fault happens) [7]
2
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where RC is the resistor connected at the neutral point of high
voltage side of the power transformer.
As shown in [13], the equation (3) is obtained from equation (4) – the formula expressing the energy equivalent on resistor at earthing procedure
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Equation (5) shows the way to determine the value of RH
for additional connection, in normal operating modes, its energy consumption presented in equation (6) is very small and
could be ignored [7]. In a speciﬁed 6 kV grid, it is possible to
get the value of additional connection resistor from the grid’s
parameters. The impact of the value and its eﬀectiveness on
reducing the over voltage will be analyzed in the latter part of
paper.
PH 

9 U 2f
2
K BA
 RH

.
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Propose controlling technique. Relying on the value calculated by equation (5), implementing the simulation by on-time
connect a LVR right at the moment of one phase faulted to
earth, a block diagram is proposed in Fig. 7. In this ﬁgure, 3U0
is the main input signal for controlling the switching procedure the connection of RH. An isolate block is also added in
order to not modify the basis of neutral point on 6 kV side of
transformer.
In this ﬁgure, the switching signals operate RH on or oﬀ
base on TRIAC controlled circuit. Utilizing this type of
switching replacing for electro-mechanic relay switching could
reduce the operating time in order to meet the requirement of
maximum tripping time (not longer than T/4  5 ms) [17].
Utilizing TRIAC KS200A controlled by microprocessor PIC
16F887, a fault detector Algorithm is shown in Fig. 8. In the
ﬁgure, the zero-sequence value of voltage (measured by broken coil of PT) is continuously supervised to detect if earthing
has risen. This voltage is compared with setting value Uset for
tripping open or tripping close the CB by TRIAC signals. The
operation of controlling circuit is simulated in PROTEUS
shown in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 7. Propose diagram for controlling on-time connect of LV
resistor

TRIAC open

Reisistor is connected
to the relaying circuit

End

Fig. 8. Block diagram presenting the fault detecting algorithm
Figs. 8, 9 present the controlling procedure that connect
RH on the very right moment to meet the following aims:
- to detect 3U0 for emitting the tripping signal;
- to increase the fault current to enhance the sensitivity of
earthing relay;
- to reduce the root mean square (rms) of phasor voltage
on healthy phases.
The next part of the paper will demonstrate the usefulness.
Simulation results and discussion. To meet the demand of
the relay system, total response time of sub-equipped apparatus will not be over 1 ms [5, 16, 18]. The following part will
show the simulation and the computation of the response time
of relay with the connection of LV resistor (RH). In Fig. 9, voltage 3U0 passes the divided part composed by Rv1 and Rv22 to
obtain the input voltage for OPMP LM393.
When 3U0 is smaller than Uset, the pole 30 (RD7/PSD7) of
microprocessor is 0 (zero). Hence, there is no signal fed to
Opto MOC3021. Consequently, there is no pulse on G pole of
the TRIAC. TRIAC is blocked, and there is no current ﬂow
through RH. The setting up procedure for 3U0 is on Sine Generator block with the following factors:
- analogue types: sine;
- amplitude of 3U0: 1 kV (its maximum allowance value);
- frequency (Hz): 50 Hz;
- delay of phase angle: 0 degree.
The result of voltage waveform is shown in Fig. 10. When
3U0 is bigger than Uset, the pole 30 of microprocessor is ﬂagged
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Fig. 9. Controlling circuit simulated in PROTEUS software
up to 1, BJT 2N3904 conduct. Hence, there is signal over
Opto MOC3021; therefore, TRIAC also conducts, there is a
ﬂowing current through RH. Voltage waveform crossing RH is
shown in Fig. 11; output signal of zero crossing detector block
is presented in Fig. 12. Increasing the value of 3U0 to 2 kV, the
measurement circuit is still functional, the result is obtained,
simulated and presented in Fig. 13.
Corresponding to the response time of OPAM (1.3 s),
OPTO MOC3021 (5 s), others including sampling time, computing time of micro-processor is lower than 500 s, this leads
to total response time of the circuit being less than 1 ms [5].
To estimate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed RH connection method, a simulation diagram in MATLAB is implemented (Fig. 13).
In Fig. 13, there are 4 feeders with centralized load located
at the end of feeders. There are also 4 fault-creator blocks to
simulate the earthing procedure. A block aiming at detecting
the zero-crossing moment is installed at 6 kV bus-bar. After
detecting the fault, a control signal is emitted for closing
RGRH (at the bottom of Fig. 13). The content of the controlling block is shown in Fig. 14. In Figs. 13, 14, there are 3 blocks
of over-voltage relays (RUA, RUB and RUC), they are connected and incorporated with a subsystem for controlling the
switching of RGRH. At earthing mode, there is signal for closing RU0 (block 4), the signal also closes the contactor RU13 (in
subsystem in Fig. 14). This parallel closing will make RGRH

Fig. 10. Voltage waveform 3U0  9 V (Cyan color)

tripping close. At the same time there are signals on RUA and
RUB, they are greater than the setting values. Hence, the
contactors of RUA and RUB are closed, the contactors RU4,
RU7 open, therefore RGB and RGC are deenergized to energize RGA. The relay will close the short-circuited contacts of
phase A at beginning ends of the faulted feeder. Another signal

Fig. 11. AC voltage 3U0  1 kV (Cyan color) and output voltage
across switching resistor

Fig. 12. Voltage waveform of 3U0, output signal of Zero crossing
detector block
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Fig. 13. Simulation diagram in MatLab to determine the rms and waveform of zero-sequence current and zero-sequence voltage

is sent to T12 to energize for opening RU10 in order to disconnect RH when the fault is cleared.
Implementing the simulation on MatLab, the waveforms
of current running on earthing relay is shown in Fig. 15.
In Figs. 15, b, c, the upper curve (15, b) shows the waveform of earthing current (Ia) without RH connection, while the
lower curve (15, c) shows waveform of earthing current (Ib)
with RH connection. Obviously, the rms of Ib is bigger than Ia.
The increase ratio is approximately

Fig. 14. Block of detecting zero crossing moment for closing RH
58

2. It means that the sen-

sitivity of earthing relay will be increased by 2 correspondingly. The transient processes of currents in 2 cases are mostly
the same, there is no delay on forming sine waves of both Ia
and Ib. In the earthed phase (Fig. 15, a), the current is mostly
zero. The simulation results of voltage transient with and without the connection of RH is shown in Fig. 16.
Another impact of RH connection method is decrease in
the rms of over voltage. Making the simulation with and without RH connection, the resultant waveforms showing voltages
on healthy phases are presented in Figs. 16, 17.
Fig. 16 presents various waveform expressing the response
of voltage and current on healthy phases as well as earthed
fault without RH connection. With assumption that phase A is
faulted to earth, it results in the increase in voltage in 2 other
healthy phases. Fig. 16, a shows the voltage waveforms of
phase B and C in per unit value. In the time from 0.057 to
0.95 s, it is clearly seen that the voltages of phase B and C is 4
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Fig. 17. Voltage waveform:
c

Fig.15. Current waveforms running into earthing relay:
a – on earthed phase; b – current on healthy phase without RH
connection; c – current on healthy phase with RH connection

a

b

c

Fig. 16. Voltage waveform, current waveform on phase at earthing interval of time (without RH connection):
a – voltages on healthy phases; b – zero-sequence voltage and
voltage waveform on earthed phase (phase A); c – zero-sequence
current on phase A

times risen to nominal voltage current waveforms. At the same
interval of time when the earth fault phenomenon occurs (at
t  0.05 s) there is a sharp increase in zero-sequence voltage on
phase A, after the transient procedure, U0 is around 1pu (the
blue curve). Correspondingly, in Fig. 16, c zero-sequence current at examining interval (from 0.057 to 0.95 s) is also presented in Ampe.
Similarly to Figs. 16, a, b, 17, a presents the response of
voltage waveforms on healthy phases (phase B and C). The

a – on healthy phases with RH connection; b – voltage waveform
and U0 wave-form on phase A ( faulted phase)

earthing interval is also from 0.57 to 0.95 s. Other voltage values of phase A (faulted phase) are also shown in Fig. 17, b to
compare with those in Fig. 16, b.
The eﬀectiveness of RH in terms of decreasing the rms
overvoltage is signiﬁcantly shown by comparing Figs. 16, 17.
In Figs. 16, a and 17, a, the voltages of heathy phases are
strongly decreased. In Fig. 16, a, this value is nearly 4 pu (per
unit). It means that the overvoltage is 4 times bigger than Unom.
By utilizing RH connection, in Fig. 17 this value is only 2 pu,
the rms of voltages across equipment of healthy phases reduced by 2 times. This advanced advantage is prior to lengthen
the aging of 6 kV apparatus.
In Figs. 16, a and 17, a, the rms of zero sequence voltage is
mostly the same. It means that the operation of relay relying
on this quantity is not aﬀected despite of connect or disconnect RH.
Conclusions. The paper presented a proposed method to
increase the sensitivity of earthing relay on 6 kV mining grid by
connecting the resistor right at the moment of earthing. The
connection is controlled and programmed by microprocessor
with a new algorithm applied for PIC 16F877. This additional
connection did not modify the basis of the grid’s neutral point
and it is easily implemented with making use of existing measurement transformer PT.
Utilizing RH connection brings the following advantages to
the relay system and 6 kV electrical apparatus:
1. In healthy phases, the magnitude of over-voltages is only
(1.5–2.1)Uf. The values are signiﬁcantly reduced and fall within accepted level with 6 kV apparatus. Comparing the values of
over-voltage without RH connection [4, 7, 8], these quantities
reduced nearly by 100 % ((3.2–4.2)Uf compared with (1.5–
2.1)Uf).
2. The sensitivity of earthing relay is increased 2 because
the earthing current is increased 2 when RH connection
method is utilized.
The simulation in Figs. 16, 17 (with C  2.791 F and RH 
 14) proves greatly the eﬀectiveness of the proposed method. On ﬂickering earthing, the signiﬁcant reducing of magnitude of over-voltage (from 4 lower to 2.3) is superior advanced
on the ﬁeld of lengthen the life-time of 6 kV mining apparatus.
The connection also brings the advantages of:
- eliminating the resonance occurring in 6 kV grid with incident current lower 3A;
- limiting the over-voltage rising on starting procedure of
6 kV motors (which cause phenomena like earthing).
Utilizing RH connection could bring some other advances
such as: reasonable price, small dimension (for easy installation), outdoor and indoor installation properties and simple
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switching principle. Further on-site investigation should be
done to prove the eﬀectiveness of the method.
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Новий підхід до підвищення чутливості
реле заземлення та зниження перенапруги
в мережах 6 кВ кар’єрів
Хо Вієт Бун, Ле Сюань Тхань
Ханойський університет гірничої справи та геології,
м. Ханой, Соціалістична Республіка В’єтнам, e-mail:
lexuanthanh@humg.edu.vn
Мета. Реле заземлення широко використовуються у
відкритих кар’єрах для відключення пошкодженої частини електричної системи 6 кВ від випадків замикання на
землю. Згадується багато попередніх досліджень із пошуку або оптимального методу поліпшення дії реле, або поліпшення, спрямованого на зниження перенапруги, викликаної заземленням, індивідуально. У роботі наведено
новий підхід не тільки до підвищення чутливості реле,
але й до обмеження перенапруги. Запропоновано також
новий алгоритм управління автоматичним підключенням додаткового резистора для досягнення обох перерахованих вище цілей реле заземлення 6 кВ.
Методика. Пропонована схема керування реалізована
на основі PROTEUS для отримання 3U0 сигналів. Основні
компоненти з’явилися при короткому замиканні на землю
живильного пристрою в 6 кВ. Після цього сигнал пошуку
використовується в якості вхідних даних для схеми моделювання у MATLAB з метою отримання та аналізу форм
хвилі напруги спрацьовування нульової послідовності.
Результати. У роботі представлено новий алгоритм,
що використовує резистор з автоматичним керуванням
для автоматичного підключення обмотки розімкнутого
трикутника вимірювального трансформатора 6 кВ у момент короткого замикання на землю. Це автоматичне
підключення спрямоване на підвищення чутливості
реле, а також зниження перенапруги. Результатами знаходження є коефіцієнти чутливості реле та величини напруги справних фаз, що порівнюватимуться з відповідними значеннями за відсутності підключення резистора
для доказу ефективності методу.
Наукова новизна. Запропоновано метод збільшення
струму заземлення для підвищення чутливості реле, що
заземляє.
Практична значимість. Запропонована блок-схема алгоритму може бути використана для розробки пристрою,
спрямованого на підвищення безпеки мережі 6 кВ у
кар’єрах за короткого замикання на землю.
Ключові слова: мережа 6 кВ, кар’єр, чутливість, перенапруга
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